
Flex-Core®

All Silicone Spatula
Nylon core creates a spatula rigid enough to tackle heavy mixing jobs,
yet still flexible on the edges to give you the perfect scrape.

We’ve got the tools to make your Friendsgiving food prep that much easier!

• Perfect for mixing, scraping, scooping and flipping
• Completely smooth surface for even spreading
• Ergonomically-shaped handle for a comfortable grip
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Flexible
Cutting Mats
Thick, Flexible Cutting Mats
stand up to your knives.

• Set of 4
• 11.5” x 15”
• Protects counter with thick,
   non-slip mat
• Color-coded mats prevent
   cross-contamination

Bulb
Baster
Special non-drip valve leaves your
oven, stove and counter clean.
Large, easy-to-use bulb increases
drawing power while the angled
tip promotes even basting.

• Flat bulb stores compactly
   in drawer
• Bulb and tip remove for easy
   cleaning

Gravy
Strainer
Separate and drain fat for a perfect
gravy every time. Perforations to
catch unwanted bits and pieces
for a smooth gravy. 4-Cup capacity.

• Interior tube allows you to pour
   liquid from the bottom, leaving
   fat behind
• Also great for serving your
   prepared gravy

Comfort Grip
5.5” Santoku Knife
Slice, dice and mince! Traditional
Japanese chef’s knife is perfect for
all your kitchen tasks.

• Vertical hollows prevent food
   from sticking to blade
• High-carbon, stainless steel
• Knife stores safely in protective
   blade cover
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COOKING ESSENTIALS FROM TOVOLO



Whip
Whisk
Made from ten flexible wires that are perfect at incorporating air into
your meringues, soufflés, cake batters, and whipped creams. It’s also
great for mixing dry ingredients like flour, salt and baking powder.

• Balloon shape incorporates air quickly
• Available in 9” and 11” lengths
• Large handle is easy to grip

1 Cup
Scoop N’ Sift
Breaks up lumps and aerates flour
to be thoroughly incorporated
into batters.

• 1 cup capacity
• Great for sifting confectioners’
   sugar and cocoa powder
• Fine mesh won’t allow ingredients
   through without a tap

Pastry
Blender
For perfectly flaky pie crust.

• Angled wires facilitate a rocking
   motion for cutting butter or
   shortening into flour quickly
• Wires push out effortlessly for
   easy cleaning
• Thumb divot provides extra
   leverage for controlled blending

Pie Crust
Cutter
Measure and cut pie crust for a
precise edge every time.

• Crust measurements for 2”-11”
   pie pans and baking tins
• 4 different edge styles:
   Loose Wave, Tight Wave,
   Scalloped & Straight
• Magnet holds cutting edge
   firmly in place

Measuring
System

• Includes: 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp,
   1 tbsp, 2 tbsp, 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup,
   1/2 cup, 1 cup and 3 cup
• Ideal for wet or dry ingredients
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From start to finish, we’ve got your go-to baking tools covered!

TOVOLO’S BAKING BASICS

With this magnetically-connected
measuring system, you never have
to search for lost measuring cups
and spoons again!



Clear Ice
Systems
Impress your guests! Perfectly insulated system creates a controlled environment
where the oxygen is pushed into the bottom tray, leaving you with 4 crystal-clear
ice spheres or cubes.

• Ultra-slow melting and won’t dilute your favorite spirits
• Creates 4 seamless ice spheres or cubes
• Slim design stores compactly in freezer

Sphere
Ice Molds
The innovative and clever design
gives you a 2.5” sphere, perfect
to accompany your whiskey,
scotch, or bourbon.

• Slow-melting sphere will bring
   out the full flavor and add a
   splash of class to your next drink
• Leak-free & won’t tip in the freezer

Citrus
Knife
Slice, zest and twist! Adding a
garnish or slicing citrus for your
holiday beverages just got easier.

• Built in zester and channel knife
• High-carbon, stainless steel
• Perfectly sized blade for all your
   citrus needs

Sleek Spout
Bottle Pourer
Make dispensing spirits a breeze.
Insert into the neck of almost any
bottle and it becomes practically
invisible.

• Drip-free
• Low-profile design allows bottles
   to go back in the cabinet or
   refrigerator

Stainless Steel
Cocktail Shaker
Juice, jig, mix & strain with just
one shaker! The built-in reamer
allows you to juice your citrus
directly into your drink.

• Removable reamer for easy
   clean-up
• Jigger cap with measurements
• Strains ice & herbs
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Crafting cocktails has never been so impressive!

ELEVATE YOUR ENTERTAINING WITH TOVOLO


